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Archaeological Excavation Report 

Land Adjacent to 'Clovelly', The Park, Great Barton. BRG 015 

1 Summary 

2 

An excavation carried out close to the site of the former Great Barton Hall 
revealed a series ofposthole/pit type features and amassed 0.7kg of Iron Age 
and Late Iron Age/Early Roman pottery. The remains of part ofthe 19th 
century hall were also exposed, illustrating two phases of build. The 
excavation and post-excavation work was funded by Mr. M. Sprigings. 

Introduction 

The site lies in the immediate vicinity of the site of Great Barton Hall at TL 
8878 6709 (Fig.1 ). The last hall, which was probably built in the early 19th century,' 
was destroyed by fire in 1914. There was an earlier hall, probably built early in the 
17th century by Robert Audley, of which there is no immediately available 
information and the exact location unknown. An archaeological evaluation, carried 
out during May 1997 in response to planning application E/95/2288/P to build a 
dwelling on the site, showed that the service wing of the early 19th century hall 
survived to floor level and occupied a substantial proportion of the site. There was no 
evidence of structural remains relating to the earlier hall, but sherds of Iron Age hand
made pottery and struck flints were found. No features or buried soil horizon 
associated with the pottery were revealed in the limited trenching during the 
evaluation but the quantity, large sherd size and unabraded condition of the pottery 
suggested an Iron Age presence on or close to the site. The results of the evaluation 
were used by the Conservation Team within the S.C.C. Archaeological Service to 
produce the brief and specification for the excavation and recording of th~ bungalow 
footprint area (see Appendix 1) in order to complete the programme of works f()r the 
site. 
3 Method 

A team from Suffolk County Council Archaeological Service spent five days 
excavating the site. The area of the footprint of the proposed building was 
cleared by a JCB fitted with a toothless bucket. The machine removed 0.7m of 
a dark loam 'garden soil' from the north-western half of the site and a 0.9m 
deep heap of 19th century brick rubble from the south-eastern end. The loam 
lay directly on a clay and gravel subsoil and there was· no indication of a 
buried soil horizon. The rubble was from the demolition of the hall, the 
remains of which extended into the excavation area and had become colonised 
and obscured by spread of undergrowth. 

The machined area was cleaned by hoe and all the exposed features were 
sampled by excavating hand cut sections through them. A plan of the site was 

·drawn at 1 :50 and sections of the features at 1 :20. In the absence of a known 
datum, the height of the features was related to the dressed stone sill on the 
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4. 

pillar at the north-west corner of the hall ruin. Black and white prints and 
colour slides were taken. All pre-Victorian finds were retained for dating and 
analysis. 
The complete site archive is held in the finds and sensitive stores of Suffolk 
Archaeological Unit at Bury St. Edmunds. 

Results 

Topsoil was rempved from a 270sqm area. The topsoil appeared in two 
horizons with a darker loam over a paler mottled clay-loam. The topsoil was 
metal detected throughout its removal without success as the levels of post 
medieval metal debris within the soil obscured detecting signals. 0.087kg of 
pottery was recovered from within the topsoil layer du!ing the machine 
stripping and survived in large sherds. The pottery was all a hand-made, flint
gritted type, one with finger nail rustication, and this was identified as Iron 
Age. The only archaeology in the eastern half of the site was that associated 
with the ruins of the great house and any evidence of an earlier presence had 
already been destroyed by its construction. At the western end of the site 
however, a series of cut features had survived beyond the sprawl of the house. 
The features, in the main, consisted of small circular pits or postholes, but 
there were also larger pits and linear slots (Fig. 2). 

The ruins of Great Barton Hall 
Th~ walls of the hall survived up to floor level as a series oflow brick walls 
which outlined the ground plan (Fig. 2). There were two clearly separate 

. buildings which had been laid out on different alignments. The two buildings 
had not stood contemporaneously as' the walls of one· cut through those of the 
other. Despite this obvious difference in age there was no immediately 
identifiable difference in the bricks used in their construction. 

The outline of the later building fitted with the silhouette of the last Barton 
Hall taken from the 1904 O.S Map. The walls were 45cms thick and survived 
to a height of between six and eight courses. The bricks were 22.5 x 11.5 x 
6cms, reddy-brown with a fine sandy texture. Some small areas of the floor 
surfaces survived in situ and consisted of either yellow bricks the same 
dimensions as the wall bricks, thin yellow bricks only 2.8cms deep or hard fire 
clay tiles 14.8cms sq. The bricks were laid in a simple off set pattern and the 
tiles were undecorated. The floor surfaces were laid over a thin spread of 
bedding sand which lay directly onto the subsoil. The plain and utilitarian 
nature of the floor covering suggests that this was probably part of a service 
wing. The soil below the floor had been truncated, removing the topsoil and 
possibly the subsoil surface, so that the level of the subsoil inside the l?uilding 
was lower than that surrounding it. 

There was less surviving of the earlier building, with only a low brick wall 
55cms wide and three-four courses high describing the outline of the building. 
The orientation of this fitted with the position of one of a group of 
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outbuildings, associated with an earlier version of the hall, as taken from the 
Bunbury estate map dated 1806. The wall was built from 21 x 10.5 x 5.7cms 
red bricks which were a similar colour to those used in the later building but 
with larger and coarser inclusions in the clay mix. At the south-western end of 
the building was a double wall separated by a 40cms gap. The jointing with the 
south-eastern long wall suggests that the two end walls were contemporary 
rather than one replacing the other to either lengthen or shorten the building. 

Cut features 
There were two distinct fill types amongst the features; a dark loam and a pale 
clay silt. The Iron Age pottery was fairly ubiquitous and the only possible 
division of the features was through this distinction in soil type. Where · 
stratigraphic relationships did exist the dark loam filled features cut the paler 
ones. The dark loam was similar to the topsoil and because of this those 
features filled with it were interpreted as garden features; formal flower beds, 
planting holes and possibly garden structures. These were obviously associated 
with the great house but the scarcity of post Iron Age finds meant there was 
little with which to closely date these features. 

The main components of the garden feature group were a series of interrelated 
slots 0028, 0029 and 0023 which followed a semi-circular course. Ditch 0038 
which was situated a little distance away was also thought to be part of this 
group of features because of its similar fill type and was the only one of the 
group which contained finds other than Iron Age pottery. Glass fragments, a 
small amount of brick and a clay pipe were recovered from the fill, an 
assemblage which was tentatively dated to 18th century. The ditch ran north
south on a completely diffe~e!lt alignment to the later.hall buildings, but . 
paralleled 0028 amongst the garden features. The ditch was straight and 
narrow with a sharp profile. The nature of the cut, as with 0028 and 0027, was 
unlike a planting hole and more characteristic of footings which suggests that 

., these may have been part of a 'framework' of structural features around which 
the gardens were created. Ditch 0038 was cut by the both of the brick buildings 
demonstrating that it, and by association the garden features as a group, 
predated the two variations of Barton Hall uncovered in the excavation. The 
location of the dairy which still stands on the site and the evidence from the 
excavation of the C 19th ruin indicates that for the later versions of the hall this 
was a functional utilitarian area with which the gardens suggested by the 
features were not in keeping. The garden features were clearly early however 
and probably related to the first Barton Hall constructed in the 17th century 
suggesting a different layout of the grounds between the first and final hall. 

The Iron Age features (Figs. 2, 3 and 4) 
Alongside and cut by the garden features was a second group of features. 
These were filled with a pale silt clay and consisted of a series of small pits or 
postholes and two connecting shallow linear slots. Pits 0014, 0015, 0021, 0027 
and 0048 and ran in a string across the corner of the site following a NW -SE 
alignment. The pits were small and circular and ranged in size from 40cm-
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90cm in diameter and 12cm -30cm deep. There was no clue in the fill of the 
pits as to there function but the linear arrangement suggests that they may have 
supported a structure. The slots, 0019 and 0030 joined forming a corner and · 
enclosing an area. Over the its length the slot 0019 varied from a substantial 
40cms wide and 30cms deep to being barely discernible. 0030 was a small cut 
but appeared continuous with 0019. The fills and finds from the slots were 
consistent with that found in the string of pits and the longest slot, 0019, 
paralleled the alignment of the pit group all of which suggested an association 
between these features. 

A second group of features, numbered 0040, existed outside of this alignment 
and consisted of a series of intercutting pits close to the south edge of the site. 
The pottery recovered from 0041 and 0044 suggested an Iron Age date for 
these features also but they differed in that they were filled with a black 
charcoally silt. There was no evidence to determine the source of the charcoal 
or whether the pits had a domestic or industrial function. 

There was nothing beyond t~is to suggest what these features might of been 
but the layout and density of the features do however suggest a level of order 
and committed activity in the area. 

~-. 
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5. The Finds 
by Sue Anderson and Edward Martin 

Introduction 
A summary of finds quantities from this excavation is presented in the table 
below. · 

Find type No. Wt/kg 

Pottery 77 0.680 
Animal bone 25 0.174 
Brick 1 0.011 
Worked Flint 7 0.059 
Burnt Flint 5 0.085 
Slag 1 0.002 
Clay pipe 1 0.010 
Glass 6 0.073 
Mortar 1 0.029 

Table 1: Finds quantities. 

Most ofthe finds, other than the pottery, flint and some animal bone, were post 
medieval in date and are not considered further. 

The Pottery by E. Martin 

A total of 77 sherds was collected. These are identified as follows. 

00 I 0 I base, 3 body sherds (1 with fmger nail rustication), handmade, common burnt flint 
inclusions. Iron Age. 
2 body sherds (I burnished), I rim and I base, handmade, sand with some flint. ?Iron Age. 

0011 I base(?), eroded, handmade, common burnt flint. Iron Age. 
I body sherd, handmade, sand and occasional fme burnt flint. ?Iron Age. 

0014 I body sherd, handmade, common burnt flint. Iron Age. 
0016 I body sherd, handmade, common fme burnt flint. Iron Age. 

I body sherd, handmade, sand, slightly burnished. ?Iron Age. 
0019 I rim, I body sherd (burnished), handmade, sand and some fme burnt flint. ?Iron Age. 
0020 I 'almost rim' (now in 6 pieces, original top of rim appears to have broken off in antiquity and 

new level break-surface 'rim' established further down the neck), 3 body sherds, handmade, 
sand. ?Iron Age. 

0021 4 body sherds, handmade, common burnt flint. Iron Age. 
I rim, handmade, burnt organic and fme sand. ?Iron Age. 
3 body sherds, handmade, sand (1 burnished). ?Iron Age. 

0028 3 body sherds, handmade, common burnt flint (1 burnished). Iron Age. 
I rim, handmade, sand and fme burnt flint, burnished. Iron Age. 
I body sherd, ?wheelmade, sand and occasional burnt flint, horizontal cordon (sherd is from 
lower part of a vessel, near base). Probably 'Belgic', Late Iron Age. 
I body sherd, wheelmade, vesicular fabric with grog. Probably 'Belgic', Late Iron Age. 

0029 I body sherd, handmade, fme burnt flint and sand, burnished. Iron Age. 
I base, handmade, common burnt flint. Iron Age. 

0032 5 body sherds, handmade, common burnt flint (2 burnished). Iron Age. 
4 body sherds, handmade, sand (1 burnished and ?beginning of a horizontal cordon above a 
rounded shoulder). ?Late Iron Age. 
I body sherd, wheelmade, discoloured cream fabric, fme grog inclusions. ?'Belgic' butt 
beaker, Late Iron Age. 
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0034 
0036 

0040 

0040 

0041 
0044 

Q046 

0047 

1 body sherd, handmade, common burnt flint. Iron Age. 
2 rims Goining) with fmger tip impressions•aJong the top, 7 body sherds (1 burnished), 
handmade, common inclusions of burnt flint. Iron Age. 
1 body sherd, handmade, sand. Probably Iron Age. 
1 body sherd, handmade, poorly sorted flint sand (particles up to 6mm long). Probably Iron 
Age. 
1 body sherd, ?handmade, grog. Probably Late Iron Age. 
1 body sherd, wheelmade, micaceous, fme sand, faint traces ofrouletting on the exterior. 
Probably Late Iron Age/Early Roman and possibly from a butt beaker. 
1 body sherd, handmade, common burnt flint, burnished. Iron Age. 
1 large rim, simple form, concave neck terminating in at least two low horizontal cordons 
defmed by shallow grooves, burnished, handmade, sand inclusions. Late Iron Age, possibly 
related to early 'Belgic' forms. 
1 base, 4 body sherds (1 burnished, I with rough 'combed' striations), handmade, common 
burnt flint. Iron Age. 
2 body sherds (I burnished), handmade, sand inclusions (1 has occasional chalk fragments). 
Iron Age. 
1 rim, wheelmade, small cordon on neck, fine sand and sparse grog. Late Iron Age 'Belgic' 
or Early Roman. 
1 body sherd, handmade, common burnt flint. Iron Age. 
1 rim, ?handmade, sand, burnished. Probably Iron Age. 

None of this pottery is heavily abraded, and although some is clearly 
redeposited in later features it is unlikely to have moved very far from its 
original deposition site. This would be expected if the material had been 
removed from and returned to the ground very quickly, as would occur if holes 
were being excavated for planting or other gardening activities. 
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6. Discussion 

Iron Age Evidence 
The results of the excavation demonstrate that there was some degree of 
occupational activity on the site during the Iron Age which the pottery dates 
particularly to the 1st century BC or early 1st century AD . . 
The excavated site is only a sample of the potential archaeology of the area 
and too small to determine the nature of the occupation which clearly seems to 
have occurred here and in the immediate environs during the Iron Age. 
Information about the prehistoric site has been lost also through the 
construction of Barton Hall and the deep working of the garden. The presence 
of redeposited pottery in the topsoil and later features illustrates that 
archaeological levels have been disturbed and has meant that no ancient soil 
levels survived. Despite the limitation of the information there are indicators 
to suggest an established occupation. The small pits or postholes suggest 
possible earthfast structures on the site and the charcoal filled pits imply 
specialised features dug to fulfil some specific, although alas unknown, 
function. The features were set out with respect to a north-south orientation 
and with regard to each other, linear slots may be property divisions, all of 
which suggest an ordered settlement. 

Great Barton Hall (Figs. 5 and 6) 
The Bunbury Estate Papers are a collection of documentary material recording 
the manor of Great Barton from the mid fourteenth century. The manor was 
owned by the Abbey of Bury St Edmunds until the Dissolution and was taken 
over by the Audley family in 1554 before being passed to the Bunburys in 
1746. Robert Audley built himself a new hali in the 17th century but the siting 
of it is unknown. Amongst the papers however, is a survey written in 1612 
which describes the manor house and a parcel of land described as Hall croft in 
·the same location of the later hall. There is a map dated 1625 which is referred 
to by historian Copinger in 1908 when describing Robert Audley's 'New 

· Hall' but unfortunately the map is damaged and the hall's location is not 
visible. There are three maps where the hall is marked, dated 17th century, 
1806 and 1904, and whilst these show changes to and the expansion of the 
hall it occupies the same location. These suggest that the final hall which was 
destroyed by fire in 1914 probably stood on the site of or even evolved from 
the original early 17th century one. 

The excavation unfortunately covered the area that the later versions of the hall 
expanded into so there was no physical sign on the site of the early 17th 
century building. It did uncover three phases relating to the hall in the two 
building outlines which matched the those of illustrated in 1904 and 1806 and 
evidence of an earlier garden design which, as it predates the building as it 
stood at the turn of the 19th century, possibly relates to the hall as seen on the 
17th map. 
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7. Conclusions 
Information from the site has illustrated two histories; the evidence of the 
prehistoric settlement which once occupied the area atid the chronology of 
changes to a great house. The limitation of the size of the site and quality of 
the surviving evidence has meant that the interpretations of the early history of 
the house and the nature of the prehistory is largely speculative but its 
existence is undeniable. 

D. Gill 
July 1998 
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Hall buildings as they were in 1806 
Hall as was in C17th(?) 

Excavation 

Hall as was in 1904 

Plan created by overlying 1904 OS map, Bun bury Estate map of 1805 and map of the manor of Gt. 
Barton thought to be C 17th. 

The Park, Gt Barton. BRG 015 Fig. 6 
Excavation in relation to development of Sarton Hall 
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Appendix 1 
SUFFOLK COUNTY COUNCIL 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SERVICE - CONSERVATION TEAM 

Brief and Specification for an Archaeological Excavation 

LAND ADJACENT CLOVELLY, THE PARK, GREAT BARTON 

1. Background 

1.1 An outline application (E/95/2288/P) to build new house on this site has been granted 
conditional upon an acceptable programme of archaeological work being carried out. 
The first stage of this programme was an evaluation which has been completed 
(SCCAS Report No 97/33). A detailed application (E/97/2887/P) clarifies the 
location and size of the proposed building. · 

1.2 The evaluation showed that there is virtually no soil cover over the remains of Barton 
Hall and that any significant archaeological deposits will be very vulnerable during 
development. The finds in evaluation trench 1, outside the Hall and within the 
proposed footprint suggest occupation deposits of Iron Age date might survive in the 
immediate vicinity. It is therefore proposed that the entire footprint of the new 
building should be recorded by archaeological excavation. As shown on planning 
application E/97 /2887 /P the building area is about 370 sq m. 

2. Brief for Archaeological Excavation 

2.1 To provide a record of archaeological deposits which will be damaged or removed by 
any development, including services and landscaping, permitted by the current 
planning consent. 

2.2 The main academic objective will centre upon the high potential of this site to produce 
evidence for the nature of settlement in the Iron Age. It will also provide a record of 
part of Barton Hall, which was a significant post-medieval complex. 

3. Specification for the Archaeological Excavation 

The excavation methodology is to be agreed in detail before the project commences, 
certain minimum criteria will be required: 

3.1 Fully excavate all features which are, or could be interpreted as, structural, except 
those of clearly post-1600 date. 

3.2 All other features should be sufficiently examined to establish, where possible, their 
date and function. For guidance: 

a. 

b. 

A minimum of 50% of the fills of the general features should be 
excavated. 

Between 10% and 20% of the fills of substantial linear features (ditches 
etc) should be excavated, the samples should be representative of the 
available length of the feature and should take into account any variations 
in the shape or fill of the feature and any concentrations of artefacts. Any 
variations from this recommendation will need to be agreed with the 
Conservation Team. 

3.3 Collect and prepare environmental samples (by sieving or flotation as appropriate). A 
general policy on environmental remains, including sampling strategy and processing, 
is to be agreed with the Regional Environmentalist before the commencement of site 
work. 
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3.4 A finds recovery policy is to be agreed before the project commences. It is anticipated 
that at least 50% of all occupation deposits will be sieved. Use of a metal detector will 
form an essential part of finds recovery. 

3.5 All finds will be collected and processed. No discard policy will be considered until 
the whole body of finds has been evaluated. 

3.6 All ceramic, bone and stone artefacts to be cleaned and processed concurrently with 
the excavation to allow immediate evaluation and input in decision making. 

3. 7 Metal artefacts to be stored and managed on site in accordance with UK Institute of 
Conservators Guidelines, and evaluated for significant dating and cultural implications 
before despatch to a conservation laboratory within 4 weeks of excavation. 

3. 8 Plans of the archaeological features on the site should be drawn at 1:20 or 1:50, 
depending on the complexity of the data to be recorded. Sections should be drawn at 
1:10 or 1:20 again depending on the complexity to be recorded. Any variations from 
this will need to be agreed with the Conservation Team. 

3.9 A photographic record of the work is to be made, consisting of both monochrome 
photographs and colour transparencies. 

4. General Management 

4.1 A timetable for all stages of the project must be agreed before the first stage of work 
commences, including monitoring by the Conservation Team of Suffolk County 
Council Archaeological Service. ' 

4.2 The composition of the project staff must be detailed and agreed (this is to include any 
subcontractors). 

4.3 A general Health and Safety Policy must be provided, with detailed risk assessment 
and management strategy for this particular site. 

4.4 No initial survey to detect public utility or other services has taken place. The 
responsibility for this rests with the archaeological contractor. 

4.5 The Institute of Field Archaeologist Standard and Guidance for Archaeological 
Excavations should be used for additional guidance in the execution of the project and 
in drawing up the report. 

5. Report Requirements 

5 .1 An archive of all records and finds to be prepared consistent with the principle of 
Management of Archaeological Projects, English Heritage 1991 (particularly 
Appendix 3 and Appendix 4). 

5. 2 The data recording methods and conventions used must be consistent with, and 
approved by, the County Sites and Monuments Record. 

5. 3 The objective account of the archaeological evidence must be clearly distinguished 
from its archaeological interpretation. 

5 .4 An opinion as to the potential and necessity for further analysis of the excavation data 
beyond the archive stage, and the suggested requirement for publication. Further 
analysis will not be embarked upon until the primary fieldwork results are assessed 
and the need for further work is established. Analysis and publication can be neither 
developed in detail or costed at this stage. 

5.5 An important element of the report will be a description of the methodology. 
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5. 6 Finds should be appropriately conserved and stored in accordance with UK Institute of 
Conservators Guidelines. The finds, as an indissoluble part of the site archive, should 
be deposited with the County SMR if the landowner can be persuaded to agree to this. 
If this is not possible for all or any part of the finds archive, then provision must be 
made for additional recording (e.g. photography, illustration, analysis) as appropriate. 

5. 7 The site archive is to be deposited with the County Sites and Monuments Record 
within 12 months of the ,completion of work. It will then become publicly accessible. 

5.8 Where positive conclusions are drawn from a project (whether it be evaluation or 
excavation) a summary report, in the established format, suitable for inclusion in the 
annual 'Archaeology in Suffolk' section of the Proceedings of the Suffolk Institute for 
Archaeology, should be prepared and included in the project report. 

5. 9 County Sites and Monuments Record sheets should be completed, as per the county 
SMR manual, for all sites where archaeological finds and/or features are located. 

Specification by: J Plouviez 

Suffolk County Council 
Archaeological Service Conservation Team 
Environment and Transport Department 
Shire Hall, 
Bury St Edmunds, 
Suffolk IP33 2AR 

Date: 29 October 1997 Reference: I gtbarton1 0 

This brief and specification remains valid for 12 months from the above date. If 
work is not carried out in full within that time this document will lapse; the 
authority should be notified and a revised brief and specification may be issued. 



I Appendix2 The Park, Gt.Barton. BRG 015 Context List 

I OPNO IDENTIFIER DESCRIPTI FINDS 
0010 rmds Unstratified rmds y 
0011 pit Small pit/posthole filled with uniform mid brown clay-loam, pottery frags. y 
0012 posthole Small shallow posthole with uniform mid brown clay loam. No rmds 

I 
0013 posthole Posthole with uniform mid brown clay-loam and gravel. finds include modem brick rubble. 
0014 pit/posthol Square pit/posthole with uniform mid brown clay-loam and stones. Adjacent to 0015, some y 

pottery frags. 
0015 posthole Small posthole uniform mid brown clay-loam no finds 

I 
0016 pit/posthol Square pit/posthole with uniform mid brown clay-loam and stones, some pottery frags. y 
0017 posthole Sub oval posthole with uniform mid brown clay-loam, no finds 
0018 section Section through three possible features, 0019 and 0021. 

0019 ditch? Ditch? narrow and shallow linear feature orientated N-S, appears in section 0018, y 

I 
0020 layer Fill of ditch 0019 within section 0018. rmds collected y 
0021 ditch? Ditch? narrow and shallow linear feature orientated N-S. Two layers; top fill dark brown y 

clay loam, bottom layer mid brown clay-silt more compact than layer above. Pottery and 
bone rmds. 0021 includes shallow scoop on east edge. 

0022 pit Small_circular pit situated at north end of gully-ditch 0021. Upper fill similar to fill of 

I 0021, lower fill compact mid brown clay-silt. No rmds 

0023 ditch? Curving narrow slot, describing semi circle ??m in diameter.Cuts 0021 and 0024. Dark 
brown clay loam fill some pebbles no finds. possible garden feature? 

0024 pit Circular small pit, filled with fine mid brown clay-silt cut by 0023 no rmds. Section also 

I 
shows ditches 0021 and 0023. 

0025 section Section through circular ditch 0023. Dark clay loam fill. Section westof0024. y 
0026 section Section of0023 east of0024. 
0027 Shallow ditch/posthole line east of 0024. Uniform mid brown clay loam fill. no finds 

I 
0028 ditch? Narrow linear feature running E-W appears to end at ditch 0021. Uniform dark brown clay y 

loam fill pottery frags. 

0029 ditch? Narrow linear feature south-east of0028. Uniform dark brown clay loam fill. y 
0030 ditch? Narrow linear feature running E-W same as 0019. Dark grey-brown clay loam fill. 

I 
0031 posthole Posthole north of0030 
0032 pit Small pit cut by 0019 y 
0033 posthole Shallow posthole west of 0019 
0034 posthole Small posthole cut by 00 19 in section 0018 y 

I 
0035 posthole Small posthole west of 0034 relationship unclear 003 5 recorded in section 0018 
0036 rmds Finds collected from intersection of ditches 0037 and 0038 and posthole 0039. see sections y 
0037 ditch? V-shaped ditch cut by 0038 and cutting 0039. Uniform dark brown clay loam finds in 

0036. 
0038 ditch? V-shaped ditch cutting 0037. Containing modem material bagged as 0036. Uniform dark 

I brown clay loam and gravel. 
0039 posthole Posthole cut by 0037 Uniform mid brown clay loam no finds. 
0040 feature Multi feature complex, on surface appeared as a mid brown silty rectangle in which were y 

small discrete area of black sand. Black sand fills upper parts and later features within 

I 
0040 so possibly all black sand part of single surface spread. 

0041 posthole Deep sheer sided posthole filled with black charcoally sand part of 0040, cuts 0043 late y 
feature within 0040 complex. Pottery finds 

0042 pit Large pit part of 0040. Two distinct fills, black top fill, similar to fill of 0041, over basal 

I 
fill of pale brown silty sand. Relatioship between 0041 and 0042 unclear. 

0043 pit Shallow pit? on edge of 0040, flat bottomed depth same as geerallevel of 0040. Pale y 
grey-brown fill, cut by 0041. Finds 

0044 feature? Patch of concentrated black charcoal sand on the edge of 0040, soil type the same as fill of y 

I 
0041 and top of 0042, possibly separate feature but shallow and no cut beyond general 
depth of0040. 

0045 posthole Small but deep posthole within 0040 filled with grey-brown sand not identified until 
removal of0040. Finds numbered 0040 from over area ofposthole. 

0046 pit Large pit filled with compact pale silt. V -shaped profile pottery finds from bottom of the y 

I pit. Cut by 0028 and animal burrow. Pit totally excavated. 

0047 ditch? Small gully cuts 0048 butt ends to N/E on west end of site. y 
0048 pit Shallow pit cut by 0047 y 
0049 pit Large oval, flat bottomed pit, filled with dark loam brick frags and animal bone cuts all 

I 
surrounding features 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 



----------------------
Appendix 3 

The Park, Great Barton (BRG 015): General Finds 

OPNO Pottery No. Pottery Wt. Bone No. Bone Wt. Flint No. Flint Wt. Burnt flint No. Burnt flint Wt. Miscellaneous Pot date Mod id ate 

0010 9 0.087 lA 
·ooi·i·-------------··;z··------------o~oos··------------------------------------------------------------------o~o-i7·---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------iA·----------------------------------· 

·ooi·4·---------------i·--------------o~o-io·-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------iA·----------------------------------· 

·ooi·6·-------------··;z··------------o~o-io··----------------i·-------·--o~o-o3·------------------i"·-----·--o~o-i7·---------------------------------------------------i-~i~ifi-~g-.----------------------------iA·----------------------------------· 

ooi·9·-------------··;z··------------o~o24·-----------------i·----------o~o-o2·-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------iA··---------------------------------· 

·aoi·a···-------------9·-------------o~o-55·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------iA·----------------------------------· 

·oo2·i·-------------··g-··------------o~o"3s··---------------6·--------··o:o-i4··-----------------i"·-----·--o~ooi"·-----------------3·--------------··o-.o2·i·--------------------------------------------------iA·---------------------------------·· 

·ooi·s··----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------··o-.os·6·---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·· 
·oo2s·---------------6·-------------o~o"34·-----------------------------------------------------------·:··----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LiA·--------------------------------· 

·oo2·9·-------------··;z··----------··o:o-is··----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.--------------------------------------------------------------------------iA·----------------------------------· 
·oo3":2 _______________ io··---------·--o~o6i"·-----------------i·--·-------o~o-o2·------------------3·---------o~o-i6·---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LiA·--------------------------------· 
·oo3·4·---------------i"·-------------o~o22·-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------iA·----------------------------------· 

·oo3·6·-------------·ia··------------o~o-94·---------------i·i·---------·o:o"36·-------------------------------------------------------------------------o-.oos··-------i-~h~;~~~i-fi-~g~-i"-~i~y-pip~------iA _________________ isih~-i9ih-~.---· 

stem, 6 glass frags, 1 mortar; 
1 brick frag. 

·ao4·a··--------------3·--------------o~o-52·-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LiAiE"R~~-----------------------· 

·oo4·i·---------------i"·-------------o~o-i9·---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------··;··-----------------------------iA·----------------------------------· 

·oo43 ________ -------------------------------------------------4------- ---·o: i"o6·--------------.--------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
. ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

0044 1 0.041 LIA 
·oo46·-------------··g-··------------o~o63·-----------------i·--------··o:o-i"i·-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LiAiE"R~~-----------------------· 

·oo4·7·---------------2·---------·-··o:o47·-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------iA·----------------------------------· 
·oo4·s··-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------i·---------o~oos··-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TOTAL 77 0.680 25 .0.174 7 0.059 5 0.085 




